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1. ABSTRACT
Novel embedded systems, such as smart phones, have to

execute multiple streaming applications concurrently. A
user may, for example, use a mobile phone to watch a video
that is being decoded using an MPEG-4 decoder while an
MP3 decoder is used to decode the accompanying audio.
The applications may use an Internet connection that re-
quires a software-defined radio protocol to download the re-
quired bit streams. The user expects that these applica-
tions have a robust behavior and that their performance is
guaranteed. At the same time, the resource usage of these
applications should be kept as small as possible in order to
reduce cost both in terms of area and energy.

In the architecture domain there is a clear trend to use het-
erogeneous multi-processor systems-on-chip (MPSoCs) to
meet the requirements of next-generation real-time stream-
ing systems at an affordable area and energy cost. Design-
ing these systems is a very challenging task, especially since
the interactions between all hardware and software com-
ponents need to be considered to provide timing guaran-
tees. Predictable MPSoC platforms in combination with a
model-based design approach based on the dataflow model-
of-computation have emerged as a promising solution to ad-
dress this design challenge. This tutorial presents a com-
plete overview of the dataflow model-of-computation, a pre-
dictable MPSoC platform, and the model-based design ap-
proaches needed to design next-generation embedded sys-
tems for real-time streaming applications. The tutorial in-
cludes a hands-on session in which the participants apply
this theory to a practical example.

2. OVERVIEW OF THE TUTORIAL
The proposed tutorial focuses on the challenges involved

in the design of systems that provide timing guarantees
to streaming applications. It first discusses how modern
streaming applications can be modeled using the dataflow
model-of-computation. A state-of-the-art software-defined
radio application from industry [4] is used to illustrate this
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modeling process. Next, the tutorial shifts attention to the
MPSoC platform. The speakers explain the design alterna-
tives to consider in the development of a hardware platform
that is to provide timing guarantees to streaming applica-
tions. The composable MPSoC (CoMPSoC) platform [2]
from TU Eindhoven and the precision-timed (PRET) [3] ar-
chitecture from UC Berkeley are used to show the audience
practical example platforms that provide these timing guar-
antees. To successfully build a system, applications need
to be mapped to these platforms under given timing con-
straints. The speakers first give an overview of existing
timing-analysis techniques for dataflow graphs [1]. These
techniques can be applied to applications modeled with a
dataflow graph. The speakers further explain how mapping
decisions can be modeled in dataflow graphs and how, us-
ing the same timing-analysis techniques, the timing behav-
ior of the mapped application can then be verified. These
ingredients constitute a model-based design-flow that maps
a timing-constrained application, expressed as a dataflow
graph, onto an MPSoC. The participants will experience
such a mapping flow through a hands-on session within the
proposed tutorial. In this hands-on session, the participants
use a state-of-the-art dataflow analysis and mapping tool
[5] to experiment with all material taught in the tutorial.
The tutorial concludes with a demonstration that shows a
complete design flow, mapping the software-defined radio
application introduced at the beginning of the tutorial onto
the presented CoMPSoC platform.

The proposed tutorial consists of the following sessions:

• (15 min.) Introduction to MPSoC design.

• (45 min.) Modeling software defined radio (SDR) ap-
plications with dataflow.

• (45 min.) Predictable MPSoC architectures.

• (30 min.) Automatic application mapping to predic-
table MPSoCs.

• (60 min.) Hands-on session using the SDF3 dataflow
analysis and mapping tool set.

• (15 min.) Demonstration in which a SDR application
is mapped and executed on the predictable CoMPSoC
platform.

3. TARGET AUDIENCE
The proposed tutorial is targeted at industry profession-

als, academic research staff, and PhD students, who wish
to get up-to-date on the latest developments in an auto-
mated design trajectory from streaming applications writ-



ten as dataflow programs to their implementation as paral-
lel tasks on a predictable (real-time) platform consisting of
multiple processors interconnected by a network-on-chip.
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5. BIOGRAPHY OF THE SPEAKERS
Orlando Moreira is a senior scientist at ST-Ericsson. He
graduated in Electronics Engineering from the University of
Aveiro. Before joining ST- Ericsson, he worked for Philips
Research and NXP Semiconductors. In 2007-2008, he led
a joint Nokia, NXP and ST-Ericsson team in developing
a hard-real-time software architecture for radios. He pub-
lished work on reconfigurable computing, real-time multi-
processor scheduling, and dataflow analysis.

Dr. Jan Reineke received a Bachelor’s degree from the
University of Oldenburg in 2003 and a Master’s from Saar-
land University in 2005, both in Computer Science. In late
2008, he defended his PhD thesis on ”Caches in WCET Anal-
ysis”at Saarland University. Since 2009, he is a postdoctoral
scholar at the University of California, Berkeley in the group
of Edward A. Lee. His research interests include timing pre-
dictability with a focus on the memory hierarchy, WCET
analysis, and static analysis by abstract interpretation, in
particular cache and shape analysis.

Dr. Benny Akesson got a M.Sc. degree in Computer Sci-
ence and Engineering at Lund Institute of Technology, Swe-
den in 2005. In 2010, Dr. Akesson received his Ph.D.
degree in Electrical Engineering at Eindhoven University
of Technology on the topic of predictable and composable
memory controllers. This research was conducted in col-
laboration with NXP Semiconductors. Dr. Akesson is cur-
rently extending his work as a postdoctoral researcher at
Eindhoven University of Technology. His research interests
include memory controller architectures, real-time resource
scheduling, performance modeling, and virtualization.

Prof.dr.ir. Twan Basten is professor of computational
models in the Department of Electrical Engineering of Eind-
hoven University of Technology and a research fellow of
the Embedded Systems Institute, both in Eindhoven, the
Netherlands. He received his Master’s (with honors) and
PhD degrees in computing science from Eindhoven Univer-
sity of Technology in 1993 and 1998, respectively. He was
a visiting researcher at the University of Waterloo, Canada,
Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven, and Carnegie Mel-
lon University, Pittsburgh. His research interests include
the design of resource-constrained embedded systems, based
on a solid mathematical foundation, with a focus on net-
worked and multiprocessor systems. Twan Basten is and
has been involved in several international research projects
(FP5, FP6, and FP7), and several Dutch projects, also as

a project leader. He has served (or is serving) in over 45
technical program committees. He (co)authored 1 book and
over 120 scientific publications, of which four received a best
paper award.

Dr.ir. Marc Geilen received his M.Sc. degree (with hon-
ors) in Information Technology in 1996 and his Ph.D. in
2002, both from the Eindhoven University of Technology.
He is currently an assistant professor in the electronic sys-
tems group and has been involved with different European
IST projects and national research projects. He has been
a visiting Mackay Professor at the EECS department at
UC Berkeley in 2010. His research interests include vali-
dation and (formal) verification, modeling, simulation and
programming paradigms for streaming systems and multi-
dimensional optimization and trade-off analysis.

Dr.ir. Sander Stuijk received his M.Sc. degree (with hon-
ors) in Electrical Engineering in 2002 and his Ph.D. degree
in 2007 from the Eindhoven University of Technology. He is
currently an assistant professor in the Department of Electri-
cal Engineering at the Eindhoven University of Technology.
Sander Stuijk has been working as a visiting researcher at
the Technical University of Dortmund in Germany (2009).
His research interests include modeling methods and map-
ping techniques for the design, specification, analysis and
synthesis of predictable hardware/software systems.
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